UNCROWDED

PERFECTION
THERE ARE MANY OPTIONS IN THE MENTAWAI. HEADING DEEP SOUTH OR NORTH WILL
SCORE YOU EMPTY WAVES ... IF YOU TAKE THE RISK.
WORDS BY TOM FISHER PHOTOS BY PHOTO BOSS BALI
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Richard Pope sets his line

hen the wave machine of the
Indian Ocean grinds to a halt,
it signals a mass exodus of
surf charters from the deepest
corners of the Mentawai, gathering at the trusted
swell magnets of the region.
These moments between swells, for me at
least, serve as a welcome break from the more
extreme spots and act as a good neutral ground
to catch up between boats. You’ll see the chefs
dotting between charters on little speed boats
trading food and supplies, and surfers (as much
as we don’t want to see each other) catch up on
where our travels have taken us. As I write this, I
imagine that neutral zone bar* full of weird alien
criminals in the first Star Wars film, I’m not sure
if that says more about me or travelling surfers in
general. (*Mos Eisley cantina. Ed)
Naturally, when surfers compare notes, there
is always the risk of embellishment. Coming
from Gower, more particularly Langland, I’m well
versed in this art and have honed my skills to
detect and translate accordingly. Six feet becomes
four, ‘not that crowded’ becomes ‘quiet at first
light, but then five other boats suddenly turned
up’ etc. But when I started telling everyone in the
lineup about the last few days at the Hole (which
we had to ourselves), my enthusiasm possibly
signalled I was telling the truth.
You see, the Hole is located way down on
the southern tip of the Mentawai and unlike
the charter I was on, the Tengirri, not all will
spend the cash on the fuel on going down there,
especially if it’s only for a few days. But left in
the hands of the only Welsh surf charter captain
in the Mentawai (Luke Cromwell), we stayed true
to his mantra: “if there are waves we go!” This
reason alone was a significant factor in why I
booked again for the second year in a row.
I heard of the uncrowded perfection the
southern tip provided and needed to see it first
hand. Poised on the tip of a tiny island off South

Pagai lies ‘The Hole’, which as you can imagine
from the name is derived from the hole-like
cavern it provides for you to try and fit your
surfboard into. You could see on the bigger sets
especially, that the Hole has some teeth, but
it’s a far more groomed and mechanical wave
than Greenbush (they were the two comparable
sessions I had between my two trips).
In a word, I’ve never heard used to describe
a wave; you could almost call the wave ‘polite’.
It lets you in nicely behind the peak and then
when you think you’re a bit too deep it’s so
accommodating it slows down and lets you out!
Opposed to what I remember from Greenbush,
you never quite knew what you were taking off
on, and it usually ended with a not so polite slap
in the face. Having Luke explain where to sit,
and what waves to take saves you those first few
hours of trying to figure a spot out. If only he
could guide me through the rest of my life like that!
Being in such proximity to another A-grade
wave named ‘Moots’ our boat split into two
groups. Myself and two fellow Welshmen
(Dickie Reed and Richard Pope) alongside an
Aussie I began to name ‘Coach’, spawned from
his tube riding ability I was trying to mimic
(unsuccessfully), remained at the Hole and the
other four went across to Moots. Not in my
wildest dreams would I have imagined we would
have this place just to the four of us, and at times
sometimes less. There was a moment when I had
written off ‘Coach’ entirely on a wave after he’d
power-slid his board into a stall and proceeded
to disappear completely into the Hole’s hole.
He then emerged while giving a peace sign for
the camera and I first thought to myself “I wish
I could that”, and then I guess more poignantly
thought “these are the sessions you’ll always
remember”.
It was probably at this point in the story, while
sat in the lineup with the other surf charters that
I was suddenly pulled violently from my board

Yeeeeeeeew

Phil Kiem sliding in

Vaughan Watson, peace out
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Tom Fisher in his happy place

Life indeed is a series of moments and
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Anthony kiem turn and burn

Simon throwing more spray than a tom cat

by my leg rope, spluttering for help I thrashed
helplessly with my arms at the water surface as
the ocean seemingly tried to swallow me up.
Looking for help from my new friends, to
my dismay I saw them paddle out to sea as an
oncoming set loomed on the horizon (definitely
struck from the Christmas card list), leaving me
to face, what was in my mind, a reenactment
of Mick Fanning’s J-Bay ordeal. Only I wasn’t
turning around to fight this thing head on. I was
alone, my final thoughts were of home and that
my Oscarworthy reenactment of uncrowded
barrels had made these guys so jealous they have
left me to become something else’s dinner, truly
one of the few moments my classical training as
an actor has not served me well.
But then after the set ran through, I began to
realise something was a bit strange. I hadn’t lost
any limbs. In the distance, my colonial audience
started to laugh and pointed out my leg rope was
probably stuck on a rock. Paddling back out I was
immediately met with, “Thought you were Mick
Fanning there did you?”
I countered with continuing my story; they
soon left. A Japanese boat charter seeing the exit
of surfers paddled over and took their place. I
soon followed suit and paddled back to my boat
not long after one of the Japanese surfers told
me he loved PJ and his surf shop in Gower, small
world.
It’s strange that amongst a trip full of great
sessions, your mind always picks out one to
replay over and over again. Last year it was
Greenbush, this year those few days down at The
Hole. Life indeed is a series of moments and surf
trips don’t stray far from that adage.
A big thank you to Luke and all the crew aboard
the Tengirri (www.tengirri.com) for making it once
again an unforgettable trip and for playing the
Mentawai chess game so well and delivering us UCP
(uncrowded perfection).
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